
ODDER THINGS 2020 Wasaga Paintball Big Game Rules 
 
GAME TIME: The game will start at 10:00 am and ends at 5:00 PM. Pre-game briefing will be at 9:00 
in the staging area. Prize draws will occur at 5:30pm for anyone who participated in the game and filled 
out a legible waiver (you must be present to win). No planned breaks are scheduled. Eat, drink, and get 
paint & air on the run. 
 
GAME HALT:  At 15:45 the game will be halted to reorganize for the final battle.  The last mission will 
be at 15:00 and the last Demogorgon eggs will be dropped at 15:30.  

GAME DIRECTORS: Dave "Random Dave" Kratky and Jarrett	Bissonette,  Directors have 15+ years of 
Wasaga Big Game experience) and are in the staging area at the Directors’ Stage.  They are responsible for 
game scoring, the pre-game briefing and giving out missions to the Generals. 

TEAM GENERALS: Zack Ianetta is the leader of Hunters (Blue) and  Will MacDonald is the leader of 
Monsters. (Red) They will lead your team to glorious victory or be responsible for a terrible defeat.  Both 
Generals bring several years of Big Game experience to the field.   

XO: (1 per team)  A player with mad strategic skills who will be the right hand of the General. 
 
SERGEANTS: (2 per team) A player with several years of big game experience at WBPA.  They have 
superior knowledge of the field layout and game rules.  They give advice on game rules and strategies to 
their teams and help lead important missions.  They can be identified by their unique jerseys. If you see 
them running, try to keep up. 
 
PAINTBALLS / FIRST STRIKE ROUNDS: !!!EVENT PAINTBALLS ONLY!!! Field speed limit is 
280 fps and 260 fps for First Strike Rounds. Players shooting FS must have their guns set to 260 fps for 
both regular paint and FS rounds. Players shooting FS rounds must also obtain a “First Strike Shooter” 
card with their registration and wear it with their player’s card. ALL paint, including First Strike must be 
purchased from Wasaga Paintball. Ramping and Tippmann “Safe” fully auto modes are allowed if capped 
at 13 BPS. 
 
SMOKE GRENADES: Only Enola Gay cold burn smoke grenades may be used.  Do not use white, grey 
or black smoke.  A different coloured smoke will be used by the Game Staff.  They are not to be thrown 
into small spaces or buildings.   The use of smoke grenades may be banned on game day depending on 
the forest fire warning level.   
 
KNIVES: Realistic looking knifes are not permitted on the field. If you wish to carry a rubber training 
knife or other melee weapon, we have spray paint. Check with your Game Directors. 
 
RIOT SHIELDS: Riot shields (max 24” wide by 40” high) are permitted.  While using a riot shield, 
players may only use a pistol.  Players using shields can only be eliminated by a hit to their body or 
equipment other than the shield and can not be revived by a medic. 
 
MAIN BASES AND REINSERTIONS: We have changed the field layout for the 2020 big game. 
Tippman and most of Ridge Runner are out of bounds.  The Monsters are the RED team and their 
base is at Castle Briars, located at the Crash Site field.  The Red entry point is through the left-hand mesh 
and down the road. The Hunters are the BLUE team and their base is the wall at the back of Hawkin’s 
Corner (GI Town).  The Blue entry point is out the right-hand mesh, through Crossfire Creek.  Teams 
will swap bases for Sunday. Both teams must pass through a chronograph station at their entry points. 
Armband tape must be put on by assigned staff at the chrono station.  If you have been eliminated or exit 



the field for any reason, you may only reinsert at your designated entry point after going through the 
chronograph area.   There will be a meshed in “masks off” safety area near each base.  
 
GAME SYNOPSIS:  The	year	is	1984.		In	the	small	town	of	Hawkins	Corner,	strange	things	and	lights	
have	been	sighted	near	the	government	power	research	facility	on	the	edge	of	town.		Locals	who	poke	
around	the	lab,	or	ask	too	many	questions,	have	a	habit	of	vanishing.		Sometimes	they	reappear,	with	no	
memory	of	where	they	have	been.		Sometimes	they	are	never	seen	again. 

Independent	minded	locals	have	put	together	a	militia	force	to	get	to	the	bottom	of	the	mystery.		In	
response,	the	laboratory	has	brought	in	mercenaries	to	repel	the	militia	so	their	critical	research	can	be	
completed.		 

Travel	to	Hawkins	Corner.		Join	forces	with	the	town	folks	to	end	the	government’s	plotting	and	find	
your	missing	people	or	join	with	the	government	forces	to	finish	their	research	mission	and	improve	the	
world.	
 
THE LAB / DEMOGORGON EGGS / LOOT CRATES:  At the bottom of the hour, The Lab will 
emit a powerful energy pulse.  Pulses will be indicated by an air raid siren warning lasting 15 
seconds.  Once the siren stops, any players left within the marked area around The Lab will be vaporised 
(eliminated) and must re-insert at their start point.  The Pulse will cause a dimensional portal to open, 
dropping Demogorgon eggs and other items at The Lab.  Two loot crates will be randomly teleported 
somewhere on the field.  Return these items to your General for eggs, candy, perk cards, and other 
goodies. Bonuses will also be given for ownership of The Lab when The Pulse occurs. 
 
From 10:00-10:30, The Lab (Airstrip & Rumble) will be blocked off by an impenetrable force field, 
which will be destroyed by the first Pulse.  

MISSIONS:  Missions	are	handed	to	the	Generals	at	the	top	of	each	hour	and	are	how	you	will	get	your	
team’s	perks	and	Demogorgon	eggs.		Generals	will	brief	their	troops	at	this	time.	If	you	wish	to	
participate	in	a	mission,	be	at	your	base	on	the	hour.	 

BASE FLAGS: Main team bases cannot be entered or captured by the opposing team.  
 
PORTABLE NERF ROCKET LAUNCHERS/UNDER BARREL GRENADE LAUNCHERS: Used 
to eliminate Tanks and to kill everyone in a 10-foot radius around walls and solid bunkers. They must be 
factory manufactured launchers (no homemade devices) and may only be used if you have Rocket 
Launcher credentials and have been cleared and approved by the Game Directors.  
 
MEDICS: Assigned by your Generals. Medics must carry both their normal player’s card and medic 
credentials card at all times. If at any time you wish a break from being a medic, please see the Game 
Director or your General and turn in your card as he will appoint someone else to that role so your team is 
not deprived of a valuable resource. 
 
MEDIC RULES: A medic is identified by a strip of white tape on their arm below their team colour 
armband. A medic is the only player allowed to wipe paint hits off another player while in the playing 
area. A medic is not allowed to heal themselves but may be healed by another medic. A player is 
eliminated from play when marked with paint anywhere above the shoulders (including neck). If a player 
is marked with paint on the shoulders or lower including paint marker and any equipment carried, they 
may call for a medic to wipe off their hit and return them to game play. When calling for a medic, the hit 
player may not move more than the length of their body from the place they were marked. The hit player 



may not shoot, return fire or mercy any opposing players. The opposing team may continue to fire at or 
mercy a hit player calling for a medic until the hit player calls themselves HIT or surrenders. 
If a medic cannot get to you within 60 seconds, you are eliminated. A hit player will raise their hand 
above their head to indicate to the enemy they have surrendered. Once you have raised your hand and 
called hit you may not call for or be returned to play by a medic. 
 
DRONE/BLACK HOLE TARGETING TEAM: A five-man team responsible for targeting buildings 
& bunkers with laser equipment. Once targeted and confirmed by a ref. A (pretend) Predator Drone will 
fire a laser guided rocket at the target (Hunters) or a tiny, teeny black hole will open at the target 
(Monsters). Referees will eliminate any players within a double arm’s length circumference of the target. 
The targeting team should stay in contact with their General as some missions require certain buildings to 
be eliminated at certain times.  Return equipment to your General if exiting the field.   
 
ARMOURED VEHICLES (AV): Can only be eliminated with a Portable Rocket Launcher. Do not 
approach, touch or run in front of AVs. 
 
TANK: A small attack vehicle available to your General once an hour. 
ARMOURED PERSONAL CARRIER :(APC): A large troop transporter. Once troops are deployed, it 
becomes a respawn point for 1 minute. If eliminated, it will explode, eliminating all players within 10 
feet.  
 
HELICOPTERS: A piece of rope, led by a ref.  Transported troops must keep one hand on the rope at all 
times, or are eliminated. Helicopters are considered vehicles while in flight and can only be eliminated 
with a rocket launcher. The Helicopter cannot be shot at.  The Helicopter will have one tail gunner at the 
back of the line that will be allowed to shoot. Once dropped, players are in play as per normal.  
 
 
PENALTIES: Penalties will be assessed against players and their team for infractions such as safety 
violations (i.e. masks off in the field, barrel plugs out in the safety area), cheating or other examples of 
poor sportsmanship. Your main objective for this game should be to have fun. Referees have the final say 
on the playing field. Any disputes may be brought to the head referee at the Game Directors’ table. 
	


